Multi-resolution Convolution Methodology for ICP Waveform Morphology Analysis.
Intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring is a key clinical tool in the assessment and treatment of patients in neurointensive care. ICP morphology analysis can be useful in the classification of waveform features.A methodology for the decomposition of an ICP signal into clinically relevant dimensions has been devised that allows the identification of important ICP waveform types. It has three main components. First, multi-resolution convolution analysis is used for the main signal decomposition. Then, an impulse function is created, with multiple parameters, that can represent any form in the signal under analysis. Finally, a simple, localised optimisation technique is used to find morphologies of interest in the decomposed data.A pilot application of this methodology using a simple signal has been performed. This has shown that the technique works with performance receiver operator characteristic area under the curve values for each of the waveform types: plateau wave, B wave and high and low compliance states of 0.936, 0.694, 0.676 and 0.698, respectively.This is a novel technique that showed some promise during the pilot analysis. However, it requires further optimisation to become a usable clinical tool for the automated analysis of ICP signals.